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APPLICATION FORM
Section 1: Essential Information
1.1 General Information
Language
Project Title
Short Project Title
Start of Project
2000
End of Project
01
2000
Current Status of Project
1.2 Applicant Organisation
Name of the Applicant 
Organisation - Legal Name
Short Name of the 
Organisation
Legal Status
Address of the Organisation
Street
ZIP
City
Country
Office Phone 
(incl. Country Code)
Office Fax
Website
Page 1
01
Personal 
Phone
Please confirm that the applicant organisation is registered as a non-profit organisation.
When was your organisation established?
Where was your organisation established?
Last Name
First Name
Position
Last Name
First Name
Position
E-Mail
Contact Person
Contact Person 2
Title
Form of Address
Title
Form of Address
Mobile Phone
(incl. Country Code)
E-Mail
Page 2
2.3 Long-Term Objectives
2.2 Short-Term Objectives
Section 2: Project Description
2.1 Project Summary
Please write your short project description in English using no more than 1,000 characters.
What are the immediate objectives of your project? (max. 2,000 characters)
What are the objectives of your project beyond its immediate impact? (max. 2,000 characters)
Page 3
2.6 Context
2.7 Originality and Replicability
Please describe why you consider your project to be innovative and replicable. (max. 1,500 characters)
2.5 Current Status of the Project
2.4 Project Idea
How did you come up with the idea for this project? (max. 1,500 characters)
Please describe the current status of your project and its future implementation and development. (max. 1,500 characters)
Briefly describe the background and context in which your project is being developed (geographical, social, political, etc.). Why is your project needed or desirable at a local and/or regional level? (max. 1,500 characters)
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Section 3: Impact and Outreach
A - people with addiction
MD - people with mental disability
PD - people with physical disability
E - ethnic minorities
M - migrants
O - elderly
R - returnees/refugees
G - gender-related projects
Y - youth
P - people affected by poverty
Output
Number of Beneficiaries
Participation of the Beneficiaries 
Countries in which the project is
implemented
OT - others
Please select one or more of the following categories that best describe the impact and outreach of your project.
Please describe the specific results and outcomes of your project. 
We will only consider projects that have already shown tangible results. (max. 1,500 characters)
Please provide the number of people (beneficiaries) 
that are benefiting from your project.
How are the beneficiaries involved in your project? (max. 1,500 characters)
Please select one or more countries 
in which your project is being 
implemented.
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Sustainability
Section 4: Sustainability
Applicant's Activities
How did you hear about the award?
Section 5: Background Information
How will the activities be continued or followed up after the project ends? How do you plan to secure future funding? 
Please also connect this to your long-term objectives (Section 2.3). (max. 1,500 characters)
Please describe some of the activities of your organisation. (max. 2,000 characters)
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LEGALLY BINDING DECLARATION
 
 
According to its legal basis (statute law, articles of association, deed of foundation, etc.) and its actual conduct of business, the applicant directly and exclusively serves non-profit purposes and will use the grants from ERSTE Foundation solely for such purposes.
Members or associations of the applicant do not receive any profit shares in their capacity as members or associates. They receive from the applicant's funds only those moneys or other non-cash benefits which result directly from the non-profit activity or from ordinary business transactions that the applicant enters into with third parties within its permitted activity (e.g. customary local payments because of a service agreement or contract for work).
If a member or associate leaves the applicant, only assets that have been made available to the applicant shall be returned, and no other benefits shall be received. If the applicant is dissolved, any liquidation assets shall be used for non-profit purposes. The applicant is not subject to composition, bankruptcy or liquidation proceedings. The applicant has not submitted this project to any supporters/supporting institutions to date save those mentioned in this request.
In the event of funding, the applicant agrees to the publication by ERSTE Foundation of the nature, purpose and amount of the funds and brief information on the project.
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	txtPRACE_LongTermObjectives: Having a completely translated free operating system into Macedonian, that's widely available and easily reachable is the symbol of availability and accessibility of ICT for every one in our society. We are very close to completing this goal since the desktop environment part is already over 99% translated. The remaining objective is to translate the help files or the so called "Documentation" for the applications. Once this is completed the result should be a fully functional, fully documented GNU/Linux based operating system in Macedonian language, available to everyone, free of charge. But our efforts cannot stop there, this should be maintained on for every new version of the software, since neglecting it for a long time will result in throwing away the time and effort that were put into the project so far, thus institutionalization and long-term involvement are required. Institutionalization and long term involvement of different stake-holders interested in providing access to usage of latest technology in Macedonian language, such as the government, municipalities, NGOs working in fields of education or accessibility of different social groups to technology. For countries seeking independence from proprietary English language software, a permanent local office whose purpose is to train and disseminate technical information about localization could yield exponential savings. This establishment could be associated with a public library or university, where interested parties can access information at little or no cost. The largest cost will be staff salaries. The total cost of a project depends heavily on the wage expectations of local technical, translation, writing and testing staff, and their individual levels of experience with software localization, language and cultural issues. We plan to provide the technical knowhow to all interested parties.
	txtPRACE_ShortTermObjectives: The benefits of the ongoing localization project are already felt by students in every school across the whole country. Since the decision of the Macedonian government to deploy and use FOSS (Free and Open SourceSoftware) desktops for primary and high school students, practically every child in Macedonia is able to use software in their native language. We believe that it is essential to have this software available in Macedonian, especially for children and older people who come across a impenetrable language barrier when using ICT. That is the sole reason why a group of experienced, highly motivated ICT experts as volunteers have actively worked on improving and updating the translations for over as 6 years time span. An important part of our objectives during the last few years was to provide the basic everyday used software tools for internet use and office productivity to people with no or little knowledge of English, will help them access the information they need and enable them to become ICT proficient.
	txtPRACE_Summary: Having a completely translated free operating system into Macedonian, thats widely accessible and easily reachable is the symbol of availability and accessibility of ICT. We believe that it is essential to have localized software, especially for children and older people who come across a impenetrable language barrier when using ICT. That is the sole reason why a group of experienced highly motivated volunteers have been actively working on improving and updating the translations for almost six years now. An important part of our objectives during the last few years was to provide the basic everyday used software tools to people with no or little knowledge of English. Since different stake-holders are interested in providing access to usage of latest technology, such as the government, municipalities, NGOs working in the fields of education or accessibility of different social groups that's available to everyone, free of charge we propose institutionalization and long-term involvement.
	txtPRACE_CurrentStatusText: So far, as a part of the localization project we've managed to fully localize some of the most important tools that a computer user needs including a web browser (Firefox), email clients such as (Thunderbird, Evolution and Kmail), the OpenOffice.org office suite, a image manipulation program (The GIMP), various blogging and CMS (Content Management System) software products such as WordPress, Drupal, Joomla etc.All of the Desktop applications are available for all widely used operating systems such as Microsoft Windows, Mac OS and GNU/Linux.Detailed statistics of the localized applications can be found on the official localization project's web sites of the Mozilla Foundation, GNOME Foundation, The KDE Project, The Open Office Project etc.
	txtPRACE_Context: It is almost impossible to use a computer if you cannot read the instructions, buttons and menus. Thus itis not surprising that many countries in south-east Europe lag behind western Europe and America in the adoption and use of modern computer technologies at work, in schools, and in the home. All countries want the benefits of localized software, but some cannot afford the expensive licenses. With FOSS, this problem is solved. A combination of policies that encourage software localization/translation into different languages and the ready availability of FOSS, presents an ideal means forexpanding computer use worldwide.We believe that in today's society it's imperative that people have access to technologies. This will enable them to be more competitive and will provide them with easier access to knowledge and resources online.Since the beginning, this project is being developed in Macedonia by volunteers with different backgrounds, professions, from different ages and nationalities. The primary goal is to help people achieve higher social inclusion as a result of access to technology.
	txtPRACE_OriginalityAndReplicability: FOSS localization is a global project. It's a well established way of providing opportunity for access to technology. The value created for society as a whole, with new dictionaries and a technical standard enabling programmers and translators to consistently localize any FOSS for a low price, is undeniable. Localization initiatives have very clear objectives, and the resources required to meet these objectives are already freely available online. The basic requirements are funding, professional management and technical expertise. In addition, thorough linguistic knowledge is critical to success.
	txtPRACE_ProjectIdea: Localization of FOSS products is a non-official worldwide effort. Organizations alike from different countries around the globe are working on similar activities to make software available to their people in their native language.We first got an idea to do this in February 2002 when we organized a 48 hour translation marathon to localize the OpenOffice.org suite. The marathon was a great success and with the help of volunteers we continued to organize such events in the coming years. Another good example was the 48 hour translation marathon in the summer of 2003 when we localized a big part of the KDE and GNOME desktop environments. This is just one part of how things were organized in the beginning. Because considerable progress was made after these events, the localization team at Free Software Macedonia continued to work on updating the translations on their own with little or most of the time no help from the wider community for the past few years.
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	txtPRACE_Output: Increased usability for beneficiaries of software products used in multi-stake holder projects in education, the private sector and local and national government institutions. Localization brings the following advantages: Significantly reduces the amount of training necessary to empower end-users to use a computersystem, facilitates the introduction of computer technology in Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), opens the way for the development of computer systems for a country’s national, provincialand district level administration that will allow civil servants to work entirely in the local language and manage databases of local language names and data, facilitates the decentralization of data at provincial and district levels. The same applies to utility companies (electricity, water, telephone), who will develop local language databases, thereby reducing costs and giving better service to citizens, allows citizens to communicate through e-mail in their own language, empowers local software development companies to work for the administration, the public sector and private companies, provides the local design industry with good fonts and helps universities train more software engineers.
	txtPRACE_Beneficiaries: 326970
	txtPRACE_ParticipationofBeneficiaries: Directly, all local computer users, who will have easier access to the use of computers as they will not have to learn English first. Indirectly, through improvements in governance using native computer systems, all local citizens in the quality of their dealings with the administration. The local government who will have the opportunity to develop databases and applications in the local language. Sufficient technology and empowered local development companies will be available. The government will also have the tool to coordinate applications among similar administrations (e.g., municipalities), so that IT-based improvements in governance can be made at the lowest possible cost. The software industry. The government’s use of standards-compliant computer technology encourages software companies to start developing compatible computer systems that will be used by the different bodies of the administration, thereby creating a stable software industry in the country. Once this expertise is developed (using FOSS), these companies will be empowered to undertake similar projects for foreign companies at extremely competitive prices, facilitating sales beyond the local market. And since the same software was deployed in all of the public schools in the country, every student that goes to a primary or secondary school in Macedonia.
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	txtPRACE_Sustainability: The localized applications are already being used in many institutions, private companies and the government. The participating entities, primarily small and medium sized businesses will realize the potential of using localized software and in turn will want ensure its sustainability and long-term availability and will sponsor the future versions of the translated products. Additionally SME's will have the financial power to finance the release of the localized applications even for educational purposes in primary and secondary schools across the country.The project will provide badly needed human resources to NGO's, the government and businesses that posses the technical and linguistic knowledge to ensure the smooth localization of future releases in years to come.
	txtPRACE_ApplicantsActivities: The activities of the NGO are divided into two different areas. The first area is covering Free Software on a technical, technological and logistic level, and the other is dealing with the policy, social and ethical issues concerning Free Software and issues related to Open Standards and Free CultureWe participate in activities organized by other entities for which we have received an invitation:        - In 2007 we worked with UNDP Macedonia on their OLPC Project. We were responsible for upgrading the software on all of the XO laptops that we used in the selected primary schools;    - In 2006/2007 we worked on the project “Support to e-Governance initiatives based on Free/Open Source Software at the local level in FYR Macedonia” that was implemented by UNDP Macedonia;    - In 2006 we organized an international workshop on FLOSS usage in Government and Education in Macedonia;    - In 2005 we collaborated with the task force that prepared the e-Citizens pillar of the National Strategy for Information Society, a document later adopted by the Macedonian Parliament.  Most of the work is publicly promoted on events such as Software freedom day and annual installation festivals.The organization also works on organizing informal education workshops and  such as free trainings, presentations and workshops as a part of the "Spodeli" project.Collaboration with the Universities in Skopje and Bitola has been established in the form of lectures for the students of these public academic institutions. The students at the department of journalism and e-business in Skopje and at the Technical faculty in Bitola attend these annual lectures. The work in Bitola is done by a local GNU/Linux Users Group - Lugola.Public awareness initiatives are also a big part of the work of the NGO. Also we monitor government activities in implementing e-government solutions by releasing software that is for obligatory use. We achieved world fame with our Free Software Flood in 2004.
	txtPRACE_HearAboutCall: From the Macedonian ERSTE Foundation representative.



